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[0:00:00]

Robb: Hey, folks, welcome back to another editon of Paleo Soluton Podcastt I am Robb
Wolf and very excited to share today's show with yout You're going to see two,
three, maybe four episodes over the next couple of months probably that deal in
various ways with the topic of traumatc brain injury or TBIt

This is clearly just a huge issue in everything ranging from American league style
football to folks in the military, huge variety of other sports, UFC, any type of
head  trauma  inducing  event  which  there's  a  lot  more  things  out  there  that
produce traumatc brain injury than what people are generally aware oft I think
that  our  altered  sleep  and  also  pro-infammatory  diet  is  making  this  whole
situaton worse but I'm getng far oo feld on thatt

Today's guest is Cavin Balastert He is the author of the book How to Feed a Braint
Cavin is a prety amazing guyt He survived a two-story fall and was comatose for
12 dayst He was diagnosed with a dioused axonal injury, a DAI, and was given
less than 10% change of recoveryt Most people, about 95% of people with this
injury die and/or never wake upt They're in a vegetatve state for the rest of their
lifet

He actually came back from that and upon awakening, he experienced severe
brain fog, memory loss, breathing problems, double vision, was horribly prone to
infectons and a host of gastrointestnal related issuest We've learned more and
more about the eoects of the gut on the braint It's interestngt It's a two-way
streett Damage to the brain ends up damaging all of the other systems on our
body via both immunological and also endocrine functont

I talked extensively with Cavin about his whole experience, his recoveryt Diet and
lifestyle ended up playing a critcal role for him in additon to a host of other
therapeutcst Given the statstcs, it's almost certainty that you know someone
directly who has suoered a traumatc brain injury and likely suoers impairment
to this day from traumatc brain injuryt

Again, I encourage you to give this show a listent Share it around to friends and
family, those folks that you know who are likely aoected by this conditont I think
you will be incredibly inspired by what Cavin has been able to dot Again, most
people who suoer an injury like this never really get back on their feet but Cavin
has generated multple successful websites, has writen and published his own
book and is really on a mission to not only contnue his own healing journey but
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to get this informaton out to as many people as he cant So incredibly inspiringt
Hope you enjoy the showt

Hey, folkst Robb Wolf heret Another editon of the Paleo Soluton Podcastt The
cool thing, the really amazing thing about some of the work that I do is I'd been
able to meet just thousands and thousands of amazing peoplet Occasionally I
hear that I've played somewhat of a role in helping them in some way which I
can't think of a way of earning one's way through the worldt

Just being able to earn one's way through the world is a huge blessingt But then
the fact that one's work might have some infuence on other folks occasionally is
greatt But then there's this reciprocity piece to it where I learn so much from
many of the people that I meet and interact witht 

Today's  guest,  Cavin  Balaster,  is  one  of  the  people  that  has  just  really  been
amazing for me because I've had an interest in traumatc brain injury and all
kinds of metabolism issues related to the brain for a long, long tmet I've talked
about things like ketogenic diets, fastng, hyperbaric oxygent Ages ago, 20 years
ago,  I  was  nosing  around  this  stuo and  there  just  wasn't  the  ubiquity  of
informaton at that tme that there is nowt

Cavin has a very interestng storyt Cavin, hey, man, welcome to the show frstt
Congratulatons on wrapping up your very frst book, How to Feed a Braint How
are you doing?

Cavin: Dude, I'm doing goodt It is so good to be heret Yeah, you said it, Robbt You've
defnitely played a huge part in a lot of things, a lot of understanding from me
and your presentaton on ketogenic metabolism and brain injury really, really
helped outline and directed me towards all sorts of research on that subjectt And
so I can't thank you enought

[0:05:16]

Robb: Let's do a litle trip through memory lanet We met at Paleo f(x) for the frst tme,
is that correct? And I forget which one it wast Was it the one where I presented
the ketogenic diet for traumatc brain injury?

Cavin: I think that's the one where I got the nerve to go up and talk to yout

Robb: Okayt

Cavin: You're intmidatng, Robbt
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Robb: Oh, man, I knowt I'm 5'9" and not partcularly atractvet I have hair growing out
of weird placest I am very intmidatng, yest Cavin, give folks a litle bit of your
backgroundt You wrote a book, How to Feed a Brain, and you've got a really
compelling reason that that became a thing for yout Talk to folks a litle bit about
thatt

Cavin: Yeaht In 2011, I sustained a severe traumatc brain injury, was diagnosed with a
dioused axonal injury, which is a type of brain injury that statcally 90% never
wake from a coma and the 10% that do, most are in a vegetatve statet First oo,
I'm extremely fortunate for  being here and then extremely fortunate  for  not
being in a vegetatve statet

Essentally, I didn't eat, walk or talk for monthst My lef hand was totally fexed
inwardt  I  was breathing through a tube in my neckt I  was receiving nutriton
through a tube in my bellyt It was a long road of -- I mean, you can imagine the
despair at that point as well, just like, "Holy shit, my life is overt" 

At one point,  I'm looking at  my wrist and I'm like, "Move your hand," and it
wouldn't movet I'm like, "This suckst" I realized at that point, I was like I'm on this
ride  either  wayt  I  can  go  on  kicking  and  screaming  the  whole  way  or  I  can
recognize this is an adventuret Adventure sucks sometmes but they get betert 

Robb: Sometmes you get dysentery on an adventure and you're laid out for a whilet
I've had a few adventures like that where purging out of both endst Cavin, tell
folks how old you aret

Cavin: When this happened, I was 27t 

Robb: Okay, so young guyt Young guy, prime of life, yeaht

Cavin: The reason I said this is an adventure, and that was where the name of my frst
blog was born which is adventuresinbraininjurytcom, because I'm treatng this
like an adventuret But, yeah, I'm 27 years old when this happened and I began
regaining my abilites, relearning how to walk and talk again, just basic functons
of lifet At one point I was steered to a nutritonal protocol and I began to regain
some clarity and I was like, "Whoa, there's something to nutritont What do you
know?"

Robb: Right, shockert

Cavin: Shockert So, I began researching whyt I used that regained clarity and began to
delve  into  study,  studying  metabolism,  neurometabolism,  mechanisms  of
neuroplastcityt All these things began to be uncovered for me as I went on and
learned  so  much  about  nutritont  What  this  book  is  that  I've  writen  is  the
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nutritonal tools, the culminaton of some of the nutritonal tools that I've used
to recover my brain functont And really the same interventons that we use to
rehabilitate the brain are the same interventons that are used to optmize the
brain in dioerent wayst This is for nutriton, for optmal brain functon and repairt

Robb: That's fantastct I'm thinking here a queston that I havet It's interestng to met
Are you familiar with the book Flowers for Algernon? Do you remember that?
Did you ever hear of it? Old bookst

Cavin: A long tme ago, rightt

[0:10:00]

Robb: It's  a  litle  bit  kind  of  near  future  sci-f where  these  folks  are  doing  some
experiments  and  they're  doing  experiments  to  enhance  one's  cogniton  like
they're basically trying to create super geniusest They used this formula on a guy
who is basically cognitvely impaired to some degree, very, very low IQt They do
this treatment on him and he ends up with a highest IQ that anybody has ever
seent

He's doing all  this amazing work but then they discovered that the treatment
doesn't last forever and it starts degrading over tmet Then this guy is in a race
against tme to fgure out, the smartest man in the world, is he going to save his
own life, the life that he now has and the thing goes on and I won't give away the
endingt It's a very interestng dealt

I've got to wondert For you, and I'm sure this has changed over tme, but what
have been and what are the great  challenges you have faced along the way
here? You've mentoned that you had some movement issues but you learned
somewhere along the line that,  hey, this nutriton and dioerent interventons
may have incredible bearing on your brain healtht But how impacted was your
memory and cogniton and connectng the dots?

You're in a state potentally in which you are compromised relatve to what you
were before but yet you are on a track where you can reverse that processt
What  was  your  state  cognitvely?  What  was  your  state  physically  and
emotonally? What were the boundaries of where you were and what you could
do and how has that changed over tme?

Cavin: Yeaht I mean, I defnitely had some memory issues, for sure, a lot of emotonal
dysregulatont  I  really  appreciate  that  you  brought  up  how  is  my  state
emotonally? Because that was a huge aspectt  Getng through the emotonal
piece of it -- I  actually was speaking with a psychologist friend just yesterday
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about thist The greatest thing that I needed to overcome was fear and despair
and fear of not being able to do what it is I need to dot

There was some cognitve place, there was some physical  -- My brain wasn't
communicatng very wellt It's stll not perfect at all by any stretcht I've gone leaps
and bounds but I'm stll not perfectt Then again, who is? Yeaht But getng over
the emotonal piece, that has to do with getng the drive to actually implement
these changest

Basically,  many  connectons  in  my  brain  have  been  damagedt  I  think  of
rebuilding those connectons like building a bridget What do you need to build a
bridge? You need supplies and you need skilled workerst Supplies would be the
nutriton, the brain building the nutriton, the right kind of nutritont And then
the skilled workers would be the therapy, the targeted therapy, the right kind of
therapy, the skilled workerst

And with that  also is  the motvaton,  the willingness,  the attudet  That  goes
along with skilled workers, the motvaton for them to do somethingt The skilled
workers don't do anything if they don't do anything, if they're not motvated tot
That's  to  do with the mindsett  You fgure out  the nutriton piece to a  great
extentt  I'm  always  kind  of  honing  that  piece  for  myself  and  my  specifc
biochemistry at that pointt

But then the mindsett I love your book, Wired to Eat, because that's what we're
talkingt We're talking about the wiring of our brains, how it's set up naturally to
be in this place of like give me reward, give me the feel good brain chemicals,
whatevert  And  then  being  able  to  choose  dioerently  nutritonally  and  then
choose dioerently therapeutcally and all of these tactcs that you can do, that I
can do to aoect my recovery myself and that's self-empowerment right theret

[0:15:07]

Robb: Absolutelyt So, what are you doing nutritonally? What does that look like and
how has that maybe changed over tme? What was maybe version one and then
are you on version six, version seven? How has that evolved over tme?

Cavin: It  has  defnitely  evolved  over  tmet  Defnitelyt  I  mean,  there  are  so  many
nutritonal guidelines out theret I've defnitely slugged through lots of dioerent
ones where I'm like, "Oh, that doesn't work for met No wayt Done with thatt" But
really  a  huge  aspect  is  Paleo,  for  sure,  and  then  real  foodt  Those  are  the
mainstays, just like bringing in lots of produce, bringing in high quality protein
and bringing in lots and lots of veggies and lots and lots of high quality fatt That's
really, really short versiont
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Robb: Got  yout  Are  you shootng for  specifcally  ketogenic  ratos  with  your  eatng?
There does appear to be some suggested beneft for ketone bodies being an
alternate fuel source for the brain, enhancing brain drive, neurotrophic factor
and some other nify elements that could be benefcial for cogniton? What do
the exact numbers look like if you don't mind sharing that?

Cavin: Actually,  the  numbers,  Robb,  I've  never  done  blood  test  or  seen  my  actual
numberst I do use Ketonix which is a breath analyzert I stay prety much in the
high yellows, low reds usuallyt Honestly, I don't count my macrost I feel itt I use
the Ketonix  a  lot  to  guide where I'm at,  like tell  me where I'm at  and then
correlatng that with how I'm feeling and where I am and I can prety much tell
you where I am as far as ketone metabolism or if I'm burning sugar at that point
based on how I'm feelingt

Ketone metabolism is fantastct I like how you brought up BDNF because that
was another cool litle chemical  I  learned of,  cool litle compound that could
really help me out, self-actonable things that I could do to upregulate BDNFt For
example, every morning, I hop in the saunat I have a near infrared saunat I have
sauna spaces, near infrared sauna, and I hang out in that for about 20 minutest I
meditate and I journalt

Those are all  great aspects of building connectvity the way I  wantt  And then
afer  that,  I  hop  in  a  freezing  cold  shower  which  also  upregulates  BDNF,
increases nitric oxide, more oxygenaton to the brain, just like cool litle trickst I
call them rock star rituals that we can do to improve our brain functont

Robb: That's awesomet A very good friend of mine and one of the smartest people I've
ever met, Ken Ford, who's the director and founder of the Insttute for Human
and Machine Cogniton put onto my radar -- I had known about BDNF and some
of the benefts that we could potentally garner from increasing BDNF levels via
exercise, meditaton, some of these other outside the box methodologies like
the infrared sauna and the cold exposure and whatnott

He shot me a paper and it suggested that for BDNF to really do anything we have
to have some degree of ketone body signalingt For people who are metabolically
healthy that may be just simply not over eatng before bed and then doing an
overnight fast and we get an appreciate-able of ketone bodiest But there is an
argument  for  things  like  complex  exercise,  intense  exercise,  new  physical
actvites, all  within the context of that ketogenic environment, even a mildly
ketogenic environment to help augment that BDNF productont

[0:20:11]
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That's fantastct I'm curioust On the journaling, do you do pen and paper with
that or do you type that on a computer?

Cavin: I'm sorryt You said did I do pen and paper with it?

Robb: Yeaht  Do you do your  journaling,  is  it  pen  and  paper  or  computer?  I'm just
curious about that as far as the journaling?

Cavin: It is absolutely pen and papert

Robb: Okayt That's interestngt Because I've read some stuo on that too, that the pen
and paper process does something that the computer typing does not do as far
as brain connectvity and whatnott That's coolt

Cavin: Yeaht I absolutely feel like with the pen in your hand, I almost feel like it just
channels throught The connecton between the brain and your hand, just like
scribing, it just goes and fowst It's like your brain is talkingt It's funnyt I mean, I
used to journal because it was what I was supposed to do and I was like, "I'm
going to do this because I'm told tot"

But if I had nothing to say I realize I can just write, "I don't have anything to say,"
over and over againt This is what I teach clientst I'm like, "Journalt" If you've got
nothing to say write "I have nothing to say" over and over and over again for ten
minutest Afer a while, your brain is going to be like, "I got stuo to sayt This is
boringt"

Robb: Rightt Rightt Anything besides thist

Cavin: Yeaht

Robb: Cavin, what are you doing supplement wise? Because I know that there are quite
a number of supplements that are claimed to have some neuroprotectve maybe
neuro enhancing eoectst What have you discovered in that realm that seems to
work for you?

Cavin: I love that you brought this upt I actually have a handout on my website of my
top fve favorite onest What those are, we got fsh oil for stuo like high DHA and
EPA, high quality fsh oilst I mean, you know the research is just fantastc about
what that does for the braint And then we have desiccated organ meatst I love
what organ meats dot

I'm not necessarily a huge fan of eatng organ meats all the tme although my
taste had defnitely evolvedt But back in the day, there was no way I was going to
eat a bunch of beef livert Now, I love that stuo though especially beef heartt Beef
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heart is greatt You slice it thin and you sear it like for just a tny bit and keep it
prety rawt It's prety awesomet

Robb: We've been doing a beef heart chilit We get our grass fed meat shipments and
we'll save up two, three hears which end up being prety good size but then we
will actually throw that in the food processor, season it up and then just do a
chili  which is  inspired by Charles  and Julie  Mayfeld's  work  in  Paleo Comfort
Foodst It's prety darn good and the girls smash that stuot Yeah, nicet

Cavin: Nicet The others, CoQ10t I'm a fan of that stuot

Robb: What form do you use with that? Qunol or do you have a partcular name brand?
Because I know the absorpton on the CoQ10 can really varyt

Cavin: I go for a liquid CoQ10t

Robb: Okayt

Cavin: It doesn't seem to me like the dioerence between ubiquinone and ubiquinol is
that great and especially when it comes to pricet As far as absorpton goes, there
are studies that show the beneft of either is prety substantalt When I choose
my therapies or my supplements or whatever, my nutritonal practces, I weigh
risks and unknowns versus its possible benefts, right?

With that risk and unknowns, cost is defnitely a factor as wellt When I look and
I'm like, "Well, that's safe--" For example, saunat "Well, that's safe and it's one
purchase and it's good forevert" That's prety coolt 

[0:25:03]

If  that's  the deal,  all  right,  with my supplements,  I  can get  something  that's
aoordable and it looks like the research shows it's not that big of a deal between
the twot All right, I'll go with the formt But, yeah, I always get the liquid because
that's apparently much beter absorptont

Robb: Okayt  And then clearly  eatng that  with a  faty meal  to  further  enhance the
absorpton?

Cavin: Yest Well, I mean, yeaht Lipids are great transporters, right? So, let's keep plenty
of those in our diets so that we're actually getng the nutriton we're ingestngt

Robb: Nicet  Do  you  do  any  amount  of  intermitent  fastng  or  extended  fastng  to
augment some of that ketogenic state, the neuroplastcity and whatnot? I could
see an argument for and againstt I could argue for because there is the potental
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of getng some of these cellular reset mechanisms engaged which clearly could
be benefcialt I could see some arguments against because ofentmes some of
the problems with traumatc brain injury include this broad reaching HPTA axis
dysregulaton which we ofentmes label as adrenal fatguet

I could see the dose response curve on that being dodgy, like a litle bit might be
good, too much might be badt But then again, I don't knowt I suspect it could be
an individual situaton there toot Have you played with that or do you have any
thoughts around that?

Cavin: I defnitely played with thatt Essentally, I don't intermitent fast but I don't feel
like itt It's like, "I'm not really hungryt I don't think I want to eatt" Greatt But I
think absolutely with the adrenal fatgue or adrenal dysregulaton or whatever
that is -- I think, Nora Gedgaudas wrote an excellent book about adrenal healtht
What's it called? I forgott Something about fxing your adrenalst Let's see if we
could fnd thatt

But, yeaht I love how -- She says your adrenals are just hormone factorst They do
what they're supposed, what they're told to do by your braint So, your brain is
what's telling them what to dot That's what you want to get in touch with, how
your brain is feeling about thingst If you don't feel like intermitent fastng, don'tt

But interestngly, a couple of weeks ago, we launched the Feed a Brain interview
series, which was fantastct I got to interview some of the top brain and nutriton
experts  of  our  tme  right  nowt  We  had  Drt  David  Perlmutert  We  had  Drt
Kharraziant We had Terry Wahlst I wish we had you, Robbt

Robb: We'll make it happen although with that lineup I don't know that I would have all
of my statt I'll bring down property values when you're ready to shut the show
down, when you're ready to pull the bullet on its head then I'll be your last guest
on itt

Cavin: Yest While we were doing that, it was actually afer Thanksgiving, my family got a
really nice bird, pasture raised beautful bird and they gave me the carcasst So, I
froze the bones and I ate the lefoverst And then I had this carcasst I made bone
broth with it for a whilet At that point, I did a 50-hour bone broth fast which
probably the longest fast I ever didt It was prety coolt I think I want to start
making that a traditont Get the Thanksgiving carcass and just bone broth fast for
a whilet

Robb: We always make soups out of our carcasses and whatnot and this year we had a
ridiculous amount of turkey lef and so we made a keto oriented recipe that
ended up being part of the Keto Gains Holiday gif guidet It was a chayote squash
turkchiladat It was, basically, enchilada minus the tortllast We used the chayote
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squash to fll that in and we did turkey and goat cheese and enchilada sauce and
everythingt

[0:30:00]

I got to say I possibly ate a bit too much of that frst tme I dug into itt That's
awesomet On the Nora book, Rethinking Fatgue: What Your Adrenals Are Telling
You and What You Can Do about Itt I have heard good things about thatt

Cavin: Yeah, it's  fantastct  She talks a lot about how adrenal fatgue is kind of -- It's
misunderstood and it's based on old science in a lot of wayst

Robb: Something popped up in my newsfeed today that is interestng to me because it
relates  to  brain  health  prety  signifcantlyt  It's  from Wall  Street  Journalt  The
headline is Pfzer Ends Hunt for Drugs that Treat Alzheimer's and Parkinson's,
about 300 layoos to take place once promising compounds failed during testngt

I  fnd this  fascinatng  that  one  of  the  largest  pharmaceutcal  enttes  on  the
planet afer a whole lot of tme and a whole lot of money is just completely
throwing  in  the  towel  on  what  could  arguably  be  a  trillion  dollar  a  year
pharmaceutcal,  potentally one of  the frst  ones too to hit  that trillion dollar
sales markett They're just wrapping it up and throwing in the towelt

What I  fnd fascinatng about this is  that when you talk to folks like yourself,
David Perlmuter, if we just snio around at some of the anecdotal stories that
we're seeing and also the emerging amount of randomized controlled trials in
things  like  ketogenic  diets  and  enriched  environments  for  various
neurodegeneratve diseases which traumatc brain injury shares a lot of these
features, but it's fascinatng to me that these guys have thrown in the towel on
approaching any type of a pharmaceutcal  interventon for thist  What do you
think about that? What's your gut level response to that?

Cavin: What I frst thought is you can't patent a ketogenic diet, can you?

Robb: That's kind of what I was just thinkingt I'm wondering if the rise of keto has not
kind of put a kibosh on this because we have a really eoectve non-patentable
interventon at bestt  Maybe there's  some ketone esters and ketone salts  out
there but we're on the same page theret I'm sorry to interrupt yout

Cavin: Yest My pops plays for the holidays and we were -- They always have the TV on
and you had drug commercialst This drug commercial, it's goten really popular,
to optmize brain functont It's in the newst And there are drugs and it's so funny,
he's like, "What do you think about this drug?" And I'm like, "It has this exotc
ingredient from jelly fsht" And I'm like, "Well, that's patentable, right?" I'm like,
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if you've looked at the research there is so many eoectve tools out there that
are  not  patentable  and are,  therefore,  not  advertsed and there  aren't  huge
budgets and big pharmaceutcal companies pushing themt But we can fnd so
much right now that's out theret I think it's interestngt I didn't know that they
threw in the towel on thist

Robb: Literally, this is todayt This thing broke todayt

Cavin: Okayt 

Robb: It's in the Wall Street Journal business thingt I don't get surprised by a whole lot
but my jaw, I had to pick it back upt No, no, I'm sorryt It came out January 6 th but
I just saw it todayt I fnd that just fascinatngt I mean, these guys have -- There is
that saying don't throw good money afer bad money but these are the folks that
have  gone  down  the  statn  route  prety  aggressivelyt  It's  so  back  and  forth
whether there's any beneft to thoset There's likely more risks than beneftt If
there is beneft, it's in this really small cross sectont

But you could make an argument that they should, if they're quite far down the
road with anything that, well, we're just going to keep slugging away at this, and
when you look at the projectons on Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, these things
are just going to the moont They're increasing at  exponental ratest They are
shockingly expensive to deal with because of the managed care element and the
fact that these guys are pulling the plug on that is just fascinatng to met

One of  the frst  indicatons  that  the reductonist  pharmaceutcal  interventon
approach, their understanding that the risk-reward element to that is just not
worth itt

[0:35:13]

Partcularly, again, I'm really curious if someone in that chain of command hasn't
been following the eoects of ketogenic diets on neurodegeneratve diseasest I
know that they were looking at traumatc brain injury as some of the places that
they  might  rollout  some  of  these  drugst  Because  again,  so  many  of  the
mechanisms are similar,  reactve oxygen species,  neuronal cell  death, support
cell,  cell  death,  lack  of  substrate  availability  mainly  glucose,  and  this  is  why
ketones are such a huge beneft theret It was prety interestngt

Cavin: I spoke at KetoCon recentlyt We talked about -- Well, I brought up this study that
shows  that  when  glucose  and  ketones  are  present  your  brain  prefers  the
ketonest Prety fantastct I have to read this artcle you're talking aboutt What
would I Google, Wall Street Journal?
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Robb: Pfzert I'll  email it to you and we will defnitely make sure this ends up in the
show notest

Cavin: Perfectt

Robb: If somebody wanted to do a search on this, Pfzer, Alzheimer, Parkinson'st You
will guaranteed get this piecet It's super interestngt

Cavin: I think that's really interestng because Alzheimer's and Parkinson are increasingt
There's such a huge prevalence of that and it is projected to reach 5t6 billion by
2020,  or  sorry,  million,  by  2020  in  the  US  alonet  Don't  quote  me  on  those
numberst I'm prety sure thought You said that it's really expensive with all thist
But what I was thinking is expensive also means proftablet 

Robb: Potentallyt

Cavin: Potentally, rightt

Robb: That's where the Statn shtck has been eoectve on that proft seeking realmt
Some of  the diabetes  drugs  had been incredibly  proftable  although they do
nothing to improve long term survivability or anything like thatt If somebody has
a heart conditon, they can get sick enough or they can't care for themselvest But
in general, if it's managed somewhat well, you can stll drive, you can stll work,
you can pee, you can poo, you can wipe your botom, all that type of stuot

Same  deal  with  diabetest  You  can  have  really  horrible  complicatons  with
diabetes  like  losing  limbs  and  ending  up  on  dialysis  and  whatnot  but  that
cognitve impairment part, like you described, 90% of the people that had your
type of brain injury never come out of comat Most of them who do are in a
vegetatve statet

The  progression with Alzheimer's  and Parkinson's  and some of  these related
dementa conditons, you have an individual that is technically alive but they are
largely incapable of care taking themselves, are highly likely to be dangerous to
themselves and others from driving, to wandering out into trafc, setng their
house on fret

So then you're  in a  full  tme caregiver scenariot  This  stuo can drag  on for  a
decade or moret I mean, it's a no joke problem that westernized societes are
facingt The monolithic entty that's looking for a one magic bullet soluton pulled
up stakes and lef townt That is wowt Wowt

Cavin: No magic bullett 
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Robb: Not for thatt I mean, the antbiotcs and stuo but--

Cavin: [0:39:15] [Crosstalk] workingt People likely have to do somethingt They have to
change their behavior and eat dioerently and do dioerent cognitve tasks and
rebuild those connectons, keep themselves sharpt We can't throw that in the
botle and sell itt That's super interestngt

Robb: Yeaht Cavin, if you had a couple of things for a family, let's say someone in their
family just suoered a traumatc brain injury or maybe even --  I  know several
people now who are retred from professional athletcs, the NFL, or even special
operatons, military service, and these folks have sustained a lot of traumatc
brain injury over the course of tmet

[0:40:18]

Not as acutely signifcant as your event but the numbers and the statstcs do not
bode well  for many of these peoplet  What are three to fve things that  they
clearly need to do? Obviously,  buy your damn book and start  following your
stuot I mean, what are some other things, just so we sound like we're somewhat
credible and we know what we're talking about and have something good here?
What are some things that folks need to do to address these issues?

Cavin: I am going to bring it like, yes, the nutriton piece, the quick things that you can
do like, frst of all, exerciset Get exercise and eat real foodt There's your baset
Let's start with thatt But again, if we're building these bridges in the brain, we
need supplies, we need skilled workers and we need the skilled workers to be
willing to do thist

That's  where a lot  of the mindset goes in and the psychology of what we're
dealing witht There's analogy I use for this as wellt Neuroplastcityt This is what I
use to describe neuroplastcityt I say your brain is your garden and you have 86
billion plants in your garden, 86 billion neurons in your braint Your thoughts are
the seed and your atenton is the sunlight and watert

You're going to ask anybody who understands neuroplastcity, what we give our
atenton to, those pathways growt Those neurons growt Those plants grow and
they connect with other plantst And we all have weeds in our gardent We all
have thoughts we'd rather not thinkt We all have habits we'd rather not havet
Unfortunately, we can't really reach in and pull the weedst

Without  brain  injury  or  brain  surgery,  we're  not  just  selectvely  destroying
neurons and choosing dioerent pathwayst But what we can do is we can give our
atenton to the pathways we want to grow, give sunlight and water to those
plants and afer a while those plants,  the roots take over the roots of  those
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weedst That's how we grow a beautful gardent I'm not saying just ignore the
weeds, like lock them awayt Sometmes the most beautful fowers are found
amongst those weedst But we don't need to have that right in our facet We don't
need all of our atenton to be given to the painful aspects of our lifet How do we
say this? 

Robb: The challenging element?

Cavin: I mean, we need to know the challenging elementst We need to recognize them
but we don't need to be like, "My life suckst" Instead, we can have that instead
of it directly in front of our face, we can have it in our peripheral visiont It's right
theret I know it's theret But that's not the focus of my atentont My atenton is
towards improving my circumstances, accomplishing my goals and living out my
purposet

Robb: It's funny, your traumatc brain injury may have made you telepathic or able to
read the future because you basically just answered the last queston that I had
for you which was if someone was listening to this program and they've suoered
a traumatc brain injury or they know somebody who suoered from traumatc
brain injury, what on kind of an emotonal level would you convey to that person
to give them the hope to stay in the fght?

You already did thatt With prescience, you managed to answer my fnal questont
That's just powerful stuot Cavin, I'm so honored to have goten to know you a
litle  bitt  It's  two ships  not  passing  in  the night  but  during  the  day  at  these
eventst It's really a testmony to your will to thrive and go forwardt

[0:45:07]

Many,  many people think about writng a bookt  Very, very few people do itt
Almost none of them do it  on the heels of suoering a potentally,  clearly life
altering -- Your life's been altered but it didn't endt There's an argument that
your new vector here may be one of the most profound experience of thriving
and contributngt That is really somethingt That is something to be so incredibly
proud oft

I am honored to call you my friend and very, very stoked that you've been on this
showt Can you let folks know where they can track you down on the interwebs
and  all  the  important  show  notes  that  we  need  to  take  care  of  on  that
bookkeeping side?

Cavin: Well, it goes both ways, Robbt I am honored to be heret I have always looked up
to you despite that you're short and--
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Robb: And not partcularly good looking, yeaht

Cavin: All  of  that  stuot  Absolutely,  I  feel  the  same wayt  Yeah,  you  can  fnd me at
feedabraintcom or my original blog was adventuresinbraininjurytcomt We have
the Adventures in Brain Injury Podcastt My story began with brain injury or at
least my blogs and my internet crusade, if you will, began with my brain injuryt
So, Adventures in Brain Injuryt

The Adventures in Brain Injury Podcast is not just  for brain injuryt  We go far
beyond  brain  injuryt  I  get  to  interview  the  smartest  and  most  inspiratonal
people I've ever even heard of which is prety coolt Isn't that cool, Robb? We get
to--

Robb: It's not a bad gigt 

Cavin: It's a prety good gigt

Robb: Having a good story and a decent podcast gives you access to a surprising cross
secton of people that would otherwise basically have their bodyguards beat the
shit out of you and toss you on the curb, so -- It's a prety good dealt

Cavin: Not badt All access passt And speaking of all access pass, we did the interview
series recently and I,  again,  interviewed some of  the top brain  and nutriton
experts of our tmet It was fantastct You can go to feedabraintcom/preview and
you  can  watch  the  --  You're  going  to  watch  ten  minutes  of  each  of  those
interviews for freet Let's seet What else? What else do I got for you? 

Robb: That's a lott We could wrap theret Are you going to be at Paleo f(x) this year?

Cavin: I am, yeaht I don't miss Paleo f(x)t I love Paleo f(x)t

Robb: Coolt Bring your git We'll get you some jujitsu--

Cavin: Dude, that’s a great callt

Robb: I  suspect that  may be the ultmate and enhancing BDNFt  We'll  get  your  frst
jujitsu session with met

Cavin: Yeaht Speaking of jujitsu, jujitsu was a huge part of my recovery as wellt

Robb: Nicet

Cavin: Yeaht Yoga frst was a huge aspectt My functonal neurologist was like, "What do
you think about jujitsu?" I'm like, "Yeaht" Because I was actually talking to him I
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used to do martal arts before my injury and then I lost my balance from my
injuryt I used to throw spin kicks and stuo and that's not happening anymoret I
got terrible balancet Why don't we take this to the ground? I'll try to break your
arm or choke you outt Jujitsu is just fantastct You're right, BDNFt Feeling that
cerebellar resistance and building those connectons is fantastct Yeah, I will take
you up on thatt

Robb: Awesome, mant I look forward to seeing yout Again, congratulatons on all the
great work that you've done and looking forward to seeing what else you have
cookingt Again, whenever you want me to bring property values down, I'm more
than happy to do it on your showt

Cavin: Nicet Well, let's make that happent One more thing I forgot aboutt Go get my
book on Amazont It will be up there when this airst

Robb: That is How to Feed a Braint We will defnitely have links to that in the show
notes as wellt

Cavin: Perfectt

Robb: Awesome, mant Well, take care and have a great rest of your dayt

Cavin: Thanks so much, Robbt

Robb: Okayt Byet

[0:50:02] Eod of Audio 
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